
1 December, 2010 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin 

Herald! 

Herein you will find the results of the deliberations of the College of Heralds of Atlantia during 

the month of November, 2010.   

ACCEPTANCES 

The following submissions have been accepted and included on a Letter of Intent to the College 

of Arms from Atlantia dated 29 November, 2010:  

Adelhait Fuchs. Name and device.  Azure, a unicorn’s head issuant 

from base between in chief two seeblätter argent.   

Alain de La Rochelle. Badge (see RETURNS for household name 

of The Loyal Company of Saint Anthony).  (Fieldless) A cross 

bottony per pale Or and sable.   

Amye of Newcastle Under Lyme. Device.  Per chevron inverted 

gules and sable, three trilliums inverted one and two argent.   

Aneka Siltanen. Name.  

Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Blue Pike Herald 

to Gorm of Berra.   

Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Draic Derg 

Herald to Minowara Kiritsubo.   

Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Rastrillo Herald 

to Isabella Benalcázar.   

Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Sackbut Herald to Evan da Collaureo. 
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Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Silver Hare Herald to Eógan Mac Ailpein.   

Bran ap Phelip. Device. Per chevron sable and gules, a pawprint 

between three mullets of eight points Or.   

Caitilin Irruis inghean ui Riada. Device (see RETURNS for 

resubmitted device).  Per pale vert and purpure, a panther rampant 

argent, incensed Or, spotted vert and purpure.  An identically 

blazoned submission was returned by Laurel in May, 2010, for 

conflict with the device of Santiago Ramirez de Calatrava (“Lozengy 

vert and Or, a panther rampant argent spotted of divers tinctures 

incensed azure and maintaining a Latin cross fitchy gules.”) which 

was registered in the same month.  Santiago has now graciously 

agreed to grant the submitter permission to conflict with his 

registered device.   

Conall mac Aodha. Name and device.  Sable, a bend gules 

fimbriated and in chief a phoenix argent.  The device submission had 

been pended by Golden Dolphin in October, 2010.   

Eiríkr úlfr Þorisson. Name (see RETURNS for device).  The name 

was submitted as Eiríkr Ulfr Þorisson.  With the submitter’s consent 

we changed the initial letter of of the second element to add the 

marking and make it lower case in an animal byname meaning 

“wolf”. 

Eógan Mac Ailpein. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of 

Silver Hare Herald from the Kingdom of Atlantia.   

Étáin ingen Thadgáin. Alternate persona name for Eydís Herjólfsdóttir.  The name was 

submitted with the patronymic as Herjolfrsdóttir. We corrected the genitive form in the 

patronymic and added the marking in the father's name as required by Laurel precedent.   

Evan da Collaureo. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of Sackbut Herald from the 

Kingdom of Atlantia.   
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Evan da Collaureo. Augmented device.  Per fess gules and sable, 

on a mountain of three peaks couped or a sackbut fesswise, bell to 

sinister, sable, for augmentation in canton a portcullis Or.  This adds 

to his arms the augmentation of a portcullis Or bestowed upon him 

by King Jason and Queen Gerhild at Atlantia’s Pennsic court on 12 

August, 2010.   

Fríða in hárfagra. Device. Gules, a tree eradicated and on a chief 

wavy argent three dragonflies bendwise sable. 

Giacinta of Highland Foorde. Device.  Per fess argent and azure, a 

plant of English hare bells azure slipped and leaved vert and a 

compass star argent.   

Gorm of Berra. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of Blue Pike 

Herald from the Kingdom of Atlantia.   

Hannus Siltanen. Name and device.  Per pale gules and vert, a deer 

passant and on a chief argent three Bowen knots vert.   
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Ilaria de Gandia. Name and device. Vert, a rapier and on a chief Or 

a threaded needle gules.   

Isabele de Torriden. Device.  Argent, chaussé purpure, three thistle 

heads proper and a chief purpure.  

Isabella Benalcázar. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of 

Rastrillo Herald from the Kingdom of Atlantia.   

Ivarr Thorgislsson. Change of device. Azure, a chevron rompu 

between two dragons displayed respectant and a caltrap argent.  The 

submitter has received permission to conflict with Darius Cordell 

(“Azure, a chevron rompu between three Bourchier knots palewise 

argent.”).   

James de Biblesworth. Device.  Per pale azure and gules crusilly 

Latin pomelly argent. 

Jamila al ‘Aquliyya. Name (see RETURNS for device). 

Kieran Hunter. Household name for House of the Hounds (see 

PENDS for badge).   
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Matheu de Torriden. Name and device.  Per pale Or and azure, a 

cross formy counterchanged and a chief checky argent and sable.   

Minowara Kiritsubo. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of 

Draic Derg Herald from the Kingdom of Atlantia.   

Rycharde Muir. Household name for House of the Red Hound.   

Sara van Eerde. Name (see RETURNS for device). 

Talitha d’Avalon. Name. 

Temair ingen Fháelchon meic Domnaill. Badge.  Per chevron vert 

and azure, a seawolf and in canton a compass star argent.  An 

identically blazoned badge was pended by Golden Dolphin in 

October, 2010, for redrawing.  

Thamira ha Sophar. Name. 

Tirloch of Tallaght. Heraldic title of Albus Ursus Herald.   

Tómas Tryggvason. Device. Gyronny arrondy of six azure and 

argent, on a bordure sable three plates. 

Veronica d’Angelo da Lucca. Name.  The name was submitted as 

Veronica di Angelo da Lucca. We modified the patronym to 

d’Angelo to match period models. 

Wiglaf Sigeberhting. Name (see PENDS for device).   

Windmasters’ Hill, Barony of.  Order name for the Award of the 

Hurt.   

Yngvildr Galtadóttir. Device.  Per bend sinister sable and purpure, 

a boar rampant Or and a chief embattled erminois.  This was pended 

by Golden Dolphin in October, 2010. 
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RETURNS 

The following items were returned in November, 2010, for the stated reasons: 

Alain de La Rochelle. Household name for The Loyal Company of Saint Anthony.  The 

submitter indicated that he wished to retain the meaning and an unspecified language and culture 

(presumably English).  The forms show the household name with the scribal abbreviation “St. 

Anthony”.  Since the Society has for many years declined to register scribal abbreviations, we 

modified this on the Internal Letter of Intent to the expanded form “Saint Anthony”.  The only 

documentation provided for the household name was three prior registrations within the Society 

which has not sufficed for registration in many years.  No documentation was provided for the 

use of saint’s names for military companies or similar groups in England and commentary 

provided none, though it is possible that the Company of Saint Anthony might be registerable as 

a translation of one of the Continental companies with a similar name.  However, the 

modification of the name with the adjective “Loyal” was more problematic.  The most famous 

historical “Loyal Company” was a group established in 1749 to promote settlement by colonists 

in the trans-Allegheny sections of Virginia.  The earliest clearly military unit using that form 

(“Loyal Company of Artillery”) was established in New Brunswick in Canada in 1793 in 

response to France’s declaration of war upon England.  There is an earlier reference to one of the 

London guilds as the “Loyal Company of Stationers”, but that dates only to 1684 and specifically 

refers to events occurring following the Restoration of Charles II.   

Caitilin Irruis inghean ui Riada. Device.  Per pale vert and 

purpure, a panther rampant argent, incensed Or, spotted vert and 

purpure, within a bordure argent.  Withdrawn by submitter 

Eiríkr ulfr Þorisson. Device.  Argent, a sea-wolf contourny and in 

chief two Thor’s hammers sable issuant flames proper.  

Unfortunately,  the flames on the hammers do not alternate gules and 

Or tongues as required by Laurel precedent but have a largely gules 

portion adjacent to the sable hammer heads with the upper portions 

of the flames Or laying directly.  Even if the flames were drawn 

correctly, they diminish the identifiability of the Thor’s hammers to 

an unacceptable degree.   
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Jamila al ‘Aquliyya. Device. Per chevron ployé argent and vert, 

two ravens respectant reguardant sable, beaked and membered, and 

an annulet surmounted by a compass star Or.  The charge collocation 

in base was blazoned on the forms as a “compass star”, but the 

Society-created compass star lacks the annulet seen here.  In fact, the 

charge is halfway between a standard compass star and a compass 

rose, though it lacks the indication of due north that is standard on 

the heraldic compass rose. 

Martelle von Charlottenburg and Eric von Charlottenburg. 
Household name for Haus Charlottenburg.  The only documentation 

provided for the household name was the previous registration of the 

submitters’ Society names more than two decades ago and there are several problems with the 

name as submitted.  Laurel Office precedents have specifically noted that, while there was some 

evidence for Haus used with a place name, it appeared always to be used with a preposition and 

article.  Changing the structure of the name is not possible since the submitters forbade major 

changes to the name and the addition of the prepositional element would be a major change.  

Apart from that, documentation is required for Charlottenburg as a period place name.  

Commentary noted that the Charlottenburg apparently referred to in the submitters’ registered 

names, was actually not founded until around 1695, well after our period.  Without some 

evidence for a place bearing that name in period, even the form Haus zum Charlottenburg is 

likely not registerable under current rules, although they might appeal to the Grandfather Clause 

since the word is used as a place name in their registered personal names. 

Sara van Eerde. Device.  Per pall argent, azure and vert, a bear 

sejant erect Or maintaining a rose slipped and leaved proper.  

Unfortunately, we must return this submission for conflict with 

Aleksandr Belogorskov (“Per bend sinister vert and gules, a bear 

rampant Or.”).  Since no difference is granted for the maintained 

rose and by Laurel precedent no difference is granted for the change 

in posture between a beast rampant and a beast sejant erect, there is 

only ond difference her for the change in field.   

 

PENDS 

The following items have been pended for the stated reasons: 

Atlantia, Kingdom of. Transfer of heraldic title of Padrão Herald to Pedro de Alcazar.  The 

transfer has been pended to await the signed letter of acceptance from the recipient. 

Duncan MacEwan of the Misty Marsh. Name.  The submitter added a portion of the name of 

his home canton to clear a previous conflict.  However, there was no documentation provided for 

Misty Marsh by itself as a place name and we were unable to find any such documentation.  

Given that, the name must appeal to the allowance for the use of the registered names of Society 

groups as part of an individual’s name, even if they cannot otherwise be documented.  

Unfortunately, longstanding Laurel precedent demands that such name elements be used exactly 

as registered in the name of the group.  Since the name of the canton was registered in 
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December, 1990, as the Canton of the Misty Marsh by the Sea, the name must be used in that 

form.  We have pended this to ask the submitter if he is willing to use the form Duncan 

MacEwan of the Misty Marsh by the Sea or if he wishes to use a similar documented locative 

form such as atte Mershe or le Mersher.   

Einarr Danskiison. Name and device.  Per pale vert and argent, a 

bow fesswise between three sheaves of arrows inverted 

counterchanged.  Insufficient documentation was provided for the 

byname Danskiison and the commenters were unable to provide any.  

However, we did find a documented Old Norse descriptive byname 

inn danski meaning “Dane” or “from Denmark” so we have pended 

this name to see if the submitter will accept the form Einarr inn 

danski which is similar in sound and meaning.  Though no obvious 

problems were found with the device, as the name was pended the 

device had to be as well.   

Helga Gunnarsdottir. Device.  Quarterly argent and sable, in saltire 

five mullets of eight points counterchanged.  As the submitter’s 

name is not in fact registered, we are pending the device until it can 

be matched up with a name submission currently en route to Golden 

Dolphin.   

Katharina von Straubing. Household namefor Möwen Haus.  The 

forms note “client wants a household name that stands for 

“seagulls”.  However, the documentation provided does not meet 

current Laurel standards for German household names.  Current 

Laurel would appear to dictate the form Haus + zu + a dative noun 

with an article.  We have discovered that the Middle High German form of the word for a gull 

would be mewe.  Given that, the most probable period form for a house name formed from a 

housemark involving gulls in the plural would be something similar to Haus zu den Mewen.  We 

have pended to this to confirm with the submitter that this form is indeed close enough in sound 

and meaning to what she desires.   

Kieran Hunter. Badge. (Fieldless) A hound’s head erased 

contourny sable, breathing flames of fire proper.  Current Laurel 

precedent requires flames of fire proper to consist of alternating 

tongues of gules and Or.  To use this depiction of flames, they would 

need to be a solid tincture such as gules.  We have pended this to 

consult with the submitter whether modifying this to solid gules 

flames would be acceptable to him.   
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Lorenzo Bragadino. Device.  Per chevron azure and Or, three 

mullets counterchanged argent and azure.  Commentary indicated 

that the line of division was low enough to blur the distinction 

between a per chevron line of division and a plain field with a point 

pointed, thereby triggering a Laurel return.  We have therefore 

pended it for redrawing with a better delineated per chevron line of 

division.   

Nadya Faa. Name and device.  Per bend sinister sable and purpure, 

a decrescent argent and a wagon wheel Or.  Although the submitter 

indicated she really wanted the given name Nadya or Nadia, she said 

she would accept the Russian given name Nadezhda of which Nadya 

is a modern diminutive form.  Since Faa is Scots and Scots and 

Russian may not be mixed according to Laurel precedent, we 

research an entirely Russian name and were able to document 

Nadezhda Faeva as a period form.  We have pended the name to 

confirm with the submitter that the name Nadezhda Faeva is 

acceptable to her.  Since the name was pended, the device had to be 

pended as well.   

Niese Keppel. Device.  Quarterly argent and purpure, two roses 

purpure barbed and seeded proper within a bordure embattled 

quarterly purpure and argent.  We have pended the device to allow 

the bordure to be redrawn with a line of division which makes the 

embattlements bigger, bolder and fewer in number to meet the 

current standards of the College of Arms for depiction of such lines 

of division.   

Pedro de Alcazar. Acceptance of transfer of heraldic title of Padrão 

Herald from the Kingdom of Atlantia.  This was pended to await the 

arrival of the actual signed letter of acceptance from the submitter.   

Theresa of Cahir. Name and device.  Azure, in pale three bees 

between flaunches argent.  The combination of the given name 

Theresa with an anglicized Irish byname has specifically been ruled 

unregisterable byLaurel.  This submission has been pended awaiting 

a photocopy of her driver’s license or other acceptable form of proof 

that her given name is actually Theresa which would allow her to 

claim the benefit of the Legal Name Allowance. 
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Wiglaf Sigeberhting. Device.  Azure, platy, on a cross alisée Or 

another gules.  The device has been pended for redrawing with more 

even and identifiable cross and roundels and consultation with the 

submitter as to whether he really desired the cross to be gules 

fimbriated Or instead of the wider Or indicated by the current 

blazon.   

Your servant, 

Alisoun 


